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Abstract
The shortest path planning approach and it’s
optimization for mobile robot in static and dynamic
environment is the major task in the field of
Robotics. In the present day environment finding
collision free shortest path is the fundamental issue
in the path planning. We have reviewed 100 papers
on path finding technique in static and dynamic
environment. Path planning in static environment is
easy as compared to dynamic environment as in
dynamic environment the obstacles are moving.
Whereas optimizing the path is difficult in the
static environment as well as in the dynamic
environment. As per the timing is concerned, the
path time is to be reduced so that the complexity is
reduced. During the review process it is found that
few algorithms have its own advantages and
disadvantages as presented. Also a comparative
study of different path planning techniques for
static and dynamic environment is provided in this
paper. The main focus in this review is to find the
shortest path efficiently and effectively.

on the way. Mobile robots are authorized to move
automatically from one point to other to reach their
destination. They choose their own path to reach
their destination without any hindrance with their
preplanned path [1]. This paper provides a review
of such papers based on their way to reach the
target with the specified algorithms. Here we have
reviewed many approaches and implemented.
Efficient path planning approach is very important
for mobile robot to follow the path. Here the main
approach of the review is to find the different
algorithms used and approached to find the shortest
path from source to destination. Here the
configuration of the robot is described by number
of obstacles based on their position and sense of
direction of the robot in the 2D and 3D
environment [2]. A clear idea of planning and
computing of collision free path is presented with
given points with different algorithms. While
reviewing papers we found that in mobile robot
navigation, researchers used many algorithms out
of which are A*, D* and D*Lite algorithm with
grid
search
and
quad
tree
methods
[2][3][4][10][12][13]. The task of moving robots in
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mapped environments is a step by step approach;
planning of the paths, optimal by certain criteria and
controlling the robot to execute the planned paths. In
this path planning, the task of finding a collision free
path is to lead a robot from the initial configuration to
the goal configuration among a set of obstacles.
Generally, obstacles are modeled as polygons. The
initial and the goal configurations are described by the

1. Introduction
The survey is distributed into different sections as
per our requirement, the main aim of this survey is
to find the shortest path from source to destination
with known and unknown environment in the
presence of obstacles or when the obstacles come
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states in the space. Every state has an associated tag
t(x), such that t(x) = NEW if X is never been on the
open list, t(X) =OPEN if X is currently on the open
list and t(x) is closed, if X is no longer on the open
list for each X. D* maintains an estimate of the sum
of the arc costs from X to G given by the past cost
function h(G,X), given the proper condition that the
estimation is equivalent to the optimal minimum
costs from X to G .

corresponding positions and orientations of the robot. It
provides certain additional criteria such as (i) the total
length is shorter. (ii) The path is much smoother (iii)
the path is kept at a safer distance from obstacles.
(iv)the complexity is much lower. The mobile robot

cannot make a complete picture of the surroundings
and hence it cannot distinctly identify spatial
spread of the object. The conventional path tracing
can be divided broadly into two categories: the
regular grid search and vertex graph methods. The
second method makes elaborate representational
changes to convert to a representation, which is
easier to analyze before planning the path. A
potential and practical shortcoming of such method
for mobile robot navigation is that the path tracing
cost is still very high as it involved representation
conversion process.Aquad-tree-based hierarchical
representation method of path tracing for mobile
robots has been elaborated in this paper. Further; a
staged search based method for initializing the
hierarchical method of representation has been
described. The first part is a Quad tree approach
based on A* search and the second part, a staged
path tracing algorithm, which has computational
advantage as compared to the pure A*search on
Quad tree. Yellow blocks are introduced in the
staged search method.
Let us focus on the basics of quad tree. A quad
tree is a two dimensional picture uniformly colored
on 2i×2i blocks. A block of a quad tree has been
represented on 2j×2j square region of the picture. A
free block of a Quad tree is a block representing a
region of free space. An obstacle block is a block
representing a region having a mixture of free
space and obstacles. A leaf block of a Quad tree is
the tip block of the tree. In an ordinary Quad tree,
leaf blocks are free blocks, but in pruned Quad tree,
they may also be Yellow blocks. For any block G,
S(G) denotes the sub tree .and L (G) denotes the
number of leaf blocks in S (G). The Yellow content
of a Yellow block G is defined as the number of
obstacle pixels in the region represented by G, and
the Yellowness of G is the percentage of obstacles
in that region. When some of the Yellow blocks of
a Quad tree are made leaf blocks, the resulting
structure is called pruned Quad tree. It represents
same space as the original Quad tree but with
reduced resolution [13].

D*Lite Algorithm
The optimized version of D* Lite, when a state s is
proposed whose cost is increased so that rhs(s) >
g(s) each effected neighbor of "s" recomputed its
rhs(s) value. However there is a chance that some
of these neighbors recomputed their values number
of times. At their new successor states may be
proposed increased costs and so on[42].We can
avoid this multiple values and update the new
values of the neighbor states to infinity, rather than
recomposing its true value. Since the state is
inserted in to the open list with a key value based
on its g-value, not its rhs(s) value, there will not
affect its priority. The one exception to this is when
the state is already in the open list with its g value
greater than or equal to its rhs value .To account to
this possibility, we thus check if this is the case and
if so we recomputed a new rhs value for .with such
a grid we can extract a graph for path planning
easily. The fig 1(a) shows the node and edge
extraction process for one cell in a uniform 2D
environment. A standard grid uses for path
planning, in which nodes resides at the centre of
each grid cell. The arcs emanating from the centre
node represents all the possible actions that can be
taken from this node. A modified representation
used by fields*,in which nodes reside at the corners
grid cell and he9nce optimal path from node s must
intersect one of the edges.

2. The Quadtree Approach
The quad tree initially comes up with [4]. It is an
approach where the complete tree is represented as
a square and the square is divided in to four sub
branches of equal size as shown in fig 1(a) as row1
column1(R1C1)
and
row1column2(R1C2)
likewise, which has four different quadrants as
shown in fig 1(b, c). While dividing the [6] image
into four quadrants each node has four sons, each
node is represented by(R1C1,R1C2,R2C1,R2C2).

D* Algorithm
D* is an interpolation based planning algorithm
that alleviates the problem. The D* maintain the
open list of states[41].The open list use to
propagate information’s about change to the arc
cost and function and to calculate path costs to
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Fig1(a)Representation of image with notation
Fig1(b) Location of the position of an image Fig
3(c) Numbering the cell
Fig1(c) Numbering the image as per the quad tree .
Here the quad tree is a well organized composite
configuration which helps to represent the image in
a better way. Assumption of existence of link is not
permissible here. The extra space required will be
reduced and optimized path will be found. In
diagonal direction the adjacent nodes is taken into
consideration rather than horizontal and vertical
direction. We validate the diagonally adjacent
nodes sequentially related to previous node, once
this approach is finished we get the source of
shortest path. In this quad tree approach, the image
is first imposed in the square and is checked
whether the image has completely occupied the
square or not, if not then the square is further sub
divided into sub squares until and unless the image
completely comes inside a square. Once it comes
completely inside a square then it treated as
"BLACK" otherwise it is treated as "GRAY". The
black and white nodes are treated as nodes whereas
the "GRAY" node is further subdivided into sub
squares. An image with obstacles is shown in fig 2
(a) and fig2 (b) shows its quad tree and the image is
imbedded in black having notations and with
respect to the R1C1, R1C2, R2C1 and R2C2. The
tree and its quad tree image related to the location
of the image is marked in the tree. The black is
marked as obstacles [3,5].

Fig2 (a) Complete region with obstacle Fig2(b)
Quad tree representation.

3. Search Algorithm
Here we assume that each node is stored with six
fields, out of which five fields are main field and
having its four sub fields called as braches. If M
will be the main node and Q is the branch, it will
be treated as MAIN(M) and SUBFIELD(M,Q). We
can treat relative branches to its main by using
subfield as SUBFIELD(M).having value of Q if
SUBFIELD (Main(M),Q)=M , the field are node
type, specifies inside the branch of the image which
represents "WHITE" if block contain no image or
"BLACK" contains only unit number if having
image ,and "GRAY" zero or one. BLACK and
WHITE are represented as branch nodes where as
GRAY are non terminal nodes .Let the four sides of
a node is called as R1C1, R1C2, R2C1, R2C2
shown in fig 2(a,b). We use Some anticipation and
functions involving certain quadrants and
boundaries ADJACENCY(R,S) it is safe only if the
branches S is adjacent to boundary R of the node
block that is Adjacency (L,BL) is safe.
REFLECTOR(R, S) represents as the SONTYPE
having block of equal size that is the nearest side of
R of the block having
SONTYPE,
REFLECTOR (T, BL) =TL,
SAMEBOUNDARY (R1, R2) and representing
block R1 and R2 are not adjacent blocks.
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Table1 Adjacency, Table2 Reflector
Table 3 opposite block ,Table4 Same Boundary

The A* Algorithm
A* algorithm based implementation is easier and
practically faster.
To reach the destination,
A*algorithm creates sub optimal paths using its
neighbors’. In A* representation, f'(n) = g(n)+h'(n),
where g(n) is the total distance from the initial
position to the current position and h'(n) is the
estimated distance from the current position to the
goal destination/state. To create this estimation a
heuristic function is used. f'(n) is the sum
of g(n) and h'(n) and is stated as the current
estimated shortest path.

Algorithm as follows:
Establish a search graph G, where start node is P 0.
Put P0 in the list SAFE. Generate a list which is
initially empty. If SAFE is empty, then treat it as
unsafe. Select the first node of SAFE and remove it
from SAFE, AND put is on CLOSED, and name it
as node P.
If P is the goal node terminates at goal, obtain a
path from P to Po, establish step 7.

4. Shortest path planning approach using quad
tree
Here the algorithm is used for the path planning for
mobile robot based on the quad tree representation
for immediate use of the robot. If there is a big free
space then the complete area is taken as the free
space and is represented in a square shaped block
as shown in Fig. 1, and the free space is
represented as Top(T), Left(L), Right(R),
Bottom(B). The square is represented as TL=Top
Left, TR=Top Right, LB=Left Bottom, BR=Bottom
Right. The static image is represented in black
coloured squares which are numbered as 5,7,10. In
quad tree approach we first divide the complete
square to four quadrants and is named as shown in
Fig fig2(a), after naming four quadrants and four
quadrants are forming four branches of a tree and
we divide the quadrant which is having the image
in black colour as TL (Top Left) quadrant and
BR(bottom Right) quadrant to equal shaped 4
quadrants .Dividing both TL, BR
we start
numbering the quadrants horizontally as shown in
the table1,2,3,4.While dividing the quadrant it
should checked weather the image is completely
filled or not otherwise the quadrant is again divided
in to four quadrants till the image is filled with
image in black colour [5]. The complete tree is
shown in fig2 (b).



Expand node P, establish the set Z of its
successors that are not already ancestors of
n in G. Install these members of Z as
successors of P in G.



Establish a pointer to n from each of those
members of Z that were not already in G
(i.e., not already on either SAFE or
CLOSED). Add these members of Z to
SAFE. For each member, z, of Z that was
already on SAFE or CLOSED, redirect its
pointer to P if the best path to m found so
far is through P. For each member of Z
already on CLOSED, redirect the pointers
of each of its descendants in G so that they
point backward along the best paths found
so far to these descendants.



Reorder the list SAFE in order of
increasing f values. (Ties among minimal f
values are resolved in favor of the deepest
node in the search tree.)



Go to Step 3.

5. The Neighbour Finding Algorithm
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1.
2.

In this algorithm we proposed four different
functions followed by a function SD(M,I), it is
same if the quadrant I is just beside of boundary M
of the node block. JUSTOPPOSITE(M,I)
approaches to SONTYPE of the same block that is
adjacent to boundary B of the node block.
COMMONSIDE (S1 and S2) indicates the same
side boundaries. The opposite quadrant do not
share block boundary with the quadrant that is
OPPOSITEQUAD(S). If S1 and S2 are not adjacent
brothers then they share same side which is
undefined. This S1 and S2 represent adjacent
brother quadrants.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The steps of neighbour finding algorithm can be
listed as follows:










First it will set start and goal point.
From the starting point the robot will search
for eight adjacent neighbors and continuously
it will calculate the cost of the nodes, the
small node cost will put in a list.
The neighbor may be ≥ 8.
It will continue as f = shortest to neighbor+
the distance to neighbor to goal.
It will continue till the current node = node ±
goal.
Stops.
Finally it finds the path.
Compute shortest path ( ) of D* Lite shares
many properties like it seares each vertex at
most twice until it returns.The result shows
that ComputeShortestpath ( ) of D*Lite
terminates and correct.

7. Simulation Results and Discussion

A node is given to specific block of the
image.
Here each node has its own horizontal or
vertical direction.
We search for SD or JUSTOPPOSITE or
COMMON_FOR_BOTH
or
OPPOSITE_QUAD.
After this it is followed by certain functions
which are
Identical_ adj_ neighbor (K,L) that is it
locates an equal sized neighbour of node
“P” in the Y direction or X
direction.(Horizontal X and Vertical Y).
Identical_corner_neighbour
which
identifies same size neighbour of node K in
the direction of O.
Get identical_adj_neighbor (K, L) to
identify a neighbour of node K in X or Y
direction of L. If it is not available then
return back. Get identical_adj_neighbor (K,
L, E, F) which represent return of ‘S’ the
neighbour of node K in X or Y direction in
L and F represents the level of the tree at
which node K is normally found and the
tree at which node S is ultimately found. If
such node does not exist then return to
NULL.

The comparison of A*, NFT, D*Lite using A
optimization technique is shown in figure Fig
3(a,b,c) with difference in their time and distance
graph is plotted in Fig 4 (a , b) .

3(a) A* Grid search

3(b) NFT with quad tree

D* Lite Algorithm
In this algorithm the robot Main ( ) need to move
the robot along the path determined by calculate
path( ). Main( ) could calculate the priorities of the
vertices in the priority queue every time the robot
notice a change in the edges cost after it has
moved.
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heuristic ones. The last 10 years (2001-2015) were
the climax period for the heuristic methods. It
seems that in the near future, the application of the
heuristic approaches will decline, whereas the
application of the compound and heuristic methods
will improve in order to achieve some better
solutions in shorter time and lesser cost, but with
more effectiveness and efficiency. Tables 2
represent the quality. In total, about 25% of the
papers are related to conventional approaches and
75% to heuristic. The severe difference between the
portions of the conventional and heuristic methods
indicates the rate of interest to the heuristic
methods, according to their ability to decrease the
time and error.

3(c) D* 3(d) D* Lite

Table 2 Difference and comparative study of
Different path planning techniques

Fig4(a) Classification
Techniques.

of

path

planning

In last three decades several papers were reviewed
in the field of robot motion planning. In many of
these papers, different comparisons among the
approaches are provided. The researchers tried to
bring together major applications of conventional
and heuristic techniques and to come to conclusions
about the nature and the course of research in
motion planning discipline. Initially some simple
methods of motion planning were applied but later
on some Complex methods were developed. To
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the path
planning the heuristic methods were developed. As
illustrated in Table 2 (considering a total of 100
papers), the application of the heuristic methods
was increased due to their success in coping with
the problems of combinatorial explosion. As shown
in Table 2 the 80th decade was the climax period
for the conventional methods and, the appearance
period for the heuristic methods. Meanwhile, the
90th decade was the descent time for the
conventional approaches and improvement of the

Conclusion
In this paper, after analyzing about 100 papers in
the field of robot motion planning approaches, the
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amount of the existing works for each approach has
been identified and classified. This paper divides
the motion planning algorithms into two major
groups, namely, the Conventional Approaches and
Heuristic
Approaches.
The
conventional
approaches are Roadmap, Cell Decomposition,
whereas the heuristic approaches include the
Neural Network, Genetic Algorithms, Ant Colony
and Fuzzy Logic. After a brief introduction of each
approach, the important works in each field were
presented. A complete discussion of the portion of
each approach in the field of robot motion planning
is also presented, including different comparative
figures and charts.
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